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Precision Medicine Value Drivers…How Have
They Changed?

Yesterday

Today & Tomorrow
• PM expanding, including as a
differentiation and risk reduction tool

• PM not viewed as a primary market
strategy; broad treatment focus

• Acceptance focused on value

• Single marker – single treatment

• Multiple markers – one or more
treatments

• Identifying responders often good
enough

• Expectation is PM improved vs. SOC

• Markets unfamiliar – limited
experience
• Dx issues unfamiliar to pharma

• Markets are familiar w/PM
• Dx issues more familiar to pharma,
except for next gen testing
• Increasingly focused on combo
products in areas like oncology
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Considering Critical Success Drivers in
Precision Medicine Today and Tomorrow
Current Considerations
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Future Considerations
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Entering the Next Generation of
Tests
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Generation Treatments
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Get With the System
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Enter the Next Generation [of Tests]
= New Evidentiary & Commercial Challenges on the Event Horizon

+ How to validate [individual markers in] a panel?
+ How unanticipated testing results will be managed?
+ How info from biomarkers not directly involved in patient
management may be communicated?
+ Management of clinical pathways – what if the test points to
multiple treatment options?
+ How to avoid physician test confusion as multiple tests & testing
strategies enter the market?
+ Expectations for cost-effectiveness/volume & cost consids

Million(s) dollar question: when to hitch your pivotal to
a NGS test?
•Sophisticated science meets economic realities
•Some companies missing multi-market uptake issues
•Better have a back-up plan

Source: Adapted from Faulkner E, Spinner D, and Ransom J. Developing Appropriate Evidence for Demonstrating
the Value of Diagnostics: Where are We Now and What is Appropriate for the Future State? Journal of Managed
Care Medicine. November 2016
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Enter the Next Generation of Tests

1

An example of NGS in pivotal from the field

+ [Oncology] precision medicine value
proposition changing
+ Less of a challenge vs. 5 yrs ago:
validating CDx, stakeholder understanding
of Dx, navigating HTA & reimbursement
systems, Dx payment models
+ More of a challenge: flood of tests, test
evidentiary requirements, heterogenous
test complexity, entry of NGS
+ Dialing the test to balance population size vs.
value proposition
+ Test crowding vs. “open territory”

• 1st FDA approved CDx NGS
o US policies highly variable, citing
approved BRCA testing but NOT
requiring a specific NGS (e.g.,
Foundation Focus)
o NICE review pending – initiated
May 2017
o Implications of NGS less certain
in some markets, e.g., Canada,
Italy, Spain

Unclear how (in the short term) NGS CDx will be accepted in global markets

•
•

Door #2: Back up plan can be bridging to simpler CDx such as IHC/FISH

Faulkner E, Poulios N, Husereau D, Zah V. Valuing precision: how will next generation diagnostics change the landscape for HEOR and patient
management? International Society for Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes Research 21th Annual International Congress, Boston, MA. May 2017.
Low D. Keytruda vs. Opdivo: No Contest. 2016: http://blogs.sciencemag.org/pipeline/archives/2016/10/10/keytruda-vs-opdivo-no-contest
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Hitting the Targets: Simple vs. Comprehensive
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Uncertainties Around the Shift to Broader Genomic Capabilities…

Payers uncertain whether movement to greater Dx complexity is “ready aim fire” or “shoot ready aim”

Ol’ Painless…
Red Ryder model range air rifle

Single Marker Tests
IHC, FISH, RT-PCR

Next Generation Testing
NGS, complex molecular panels

+

Currently shifting towards complex, multi-marker tests in a market not built to absorb them

+

Some initial vanguard Rx manufacturers building NGS tests into their clinical
development plans…but is this a safe bet?

• If simpler tests are available will stakeholders use them anyway?
o Will some economically challenged markets reject the NGS test due to
cost?
• How will simple tests be woven into a tapestry of patient treatment
selection & mgmt?
• How do we avoid physician test confusion?
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We Belong Together: Redefining
Companionship
• 2015 introduction of
complimentary Dx altered the
playing field for PM in US

• Decision factors like lower test cutoffs
& early launch timelines are different
vs. whether Dx status impacts
acceptance

o Does route offers speed,
lower complexity w/similar
certainty? Is uptake
potential different?

• US coverage policies handle the drugs
differently – many policies
w/complimentary Dx do not
include PD-L1 testing as access
requirement – SIGNIFICANT
UPTAKE CHALLENGE

• PD-L1 expression key case
example:
o Keytruda – CDx development
and narrower targeted patient
population

• UK’s NICE rejected both therapies
for NSCLC due to price/volume issues
citing incomplete evidence

o Opdivo – Complimentary Dx
w/broader patient population &
lower test cutoffs & lack of
biomarker in label

• While test selection volume may favor
the CDx, it is still unclear whether
complementary Dx approaches are
a benefit or risk

• Some view Keytruda as more
successful bc narrower patient
population yielded improved
targeted outcomes

Complimentary Dx provide additional information about how a drug might be used, or whether
someone should receive a class of drugs, rather than being required for the safe and effective
use of a drug
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Low D. Keytruda vs. Opdivo: No Contest. 2016:
http://blogs.sciencemag.org/pipeline/archives/2016/10/10/keytruda-vs-opdivo-no-contest
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Evolutionary Theory: Follow Changes in Value
Assessment Requirements
Align value to evolving expectations; understand how payer requirements are
evolving including anticipating impacts of emerging value frameworks

• New clinical discovery models emerging
– pan tumor, umbrella trials,
enrichment models
• 2017 FDA announces it will consider
alternate designs that leverage
biomarkers
• Enables genomics driven approaches to
be accelerated, while still taking into
account conventional factors

• Multiple Value Frameworks emerging –
some focused on PM
• How will value frameworks adapt to
NGS, pan-tumor and advanced
therapies?
8
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Hope for the best, BUT plan for the worst

Leverage clinical & RWE iterative strategic design to ensure you have a back-up plan

Oncology

Larotrectinib
(LOXO-101)

• TRK fusion drug
larotrectinib leverages
genomics data to target
17 rare & common
cancers
• 76% ORR & 79%
durability up to 1 yr

• Breakthrough
designation enables
rapid market entry 2014
• NICE initially rejected
both second- then firstline NSCLC applications

• Initially rejected by
EMEA - results not
sufficient
• Accepted leveraging
KRAS biomarker to ID
60% responder
population

• Leveraged population epi and
genomic RWE for “agnostic to
cancer of origin” approach
• Leveraging baseline RW data in
target cancers may be impt to
emerging genomics “shotgun”
approaches
• Later pivotal studies (KEYNOTE)
showed 50% reduction in
treatment progression

Lessons
• Do your homework upfront
in terms of genomics &
patient population
characterization to unlock
novel approaches

§

For breakthrough oncology
therapies, ensure your
evidence plan is built for
the long haul as fast
track evidence not
sufficient in all markets

§

Considering your
subpopulation backup
plan can save a product
from failure/delay &
channel it into a targeted
9
success

• Presented broad RWE approach
spanning 16 types of cancer
(ASCO 2017) to accelerate
product expansion

• Became precision medicine
poster child of the day
• Now MUST consider biomarkers
in oncology, understanding
subpopulations critical
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Hope for the best, BUT plan for the worst

Leverage clinical & RWE iterative strategic design to ensure you have a back-up plan

Non
Oncology

Lessons
• Primary endpoint for
Benlysta not intuitive &
lack of pivotal split of
lupus pops a challenge
• Glybera secondary
endpoint chylomciron
levels not established in
literature like failed
triglyceride primary

• LDL lower PCSK9
inhibitors outcomes
viewed as marginal
improvement vs. price
• 88% US commercial
payers rejected initially
• Only reached 50% of
launch projections

• Requirement to retrench focus
on linkages between primary and
subpopulation outcomes; time
loss 5 yrs

§

• Lack of clear value proposition +
>$1.5M cost resulted in product
failure & removal from market

• Limited RW studies to
characterize SOC, prohibited
“upside” from being fully
characterized
• Greater subpopulation data
analysis, including genotyping,
may have offered a backup plan

§

In an environment of
increased drug scrutiny
and rejection, data
uncertainty in key
domains can impact
acceptance & timing

“All in” patient data
collection strategies are
risky today; build studies
in a manner than offers
analytical &
subpopulation flexibility
10
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Enter the “Matrix”: Next Generation Therapy
MEETs Next Generation Testing
New generation Rx on the
way…that will intersect w/
precision medicine
• Regenerative medicine
Gene & cell therapies (e.g., CAR T)
•
•
•

Neoantigens
Reverse Oligos

Therapeutic vaccines
•

RNAi

• Changes value prop & stds of care
• Some can be curative; some single admin
• Value demonstration & payment models not
clear (e.g., single admin models)
Faulkner E, Ransom J, Clark G. Is managed care prepared for regenerative medicine? early landscape and
reimbursement considerations. Journal of Managed Care Medicine. 2016 (in press)
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Changing the Game

Moving to Disease Agnostic Biomarker Targeting

•

• Some tests broaden
approach & enable pan
tumor approaches
• Example of NGS
shifting to more
inclusive biomarker
panels
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New clinical discovery models
emerging – pan tumor, umbrella
trials, enrichment models

•

2017 FDA announces it will consider
alternate designs that leverage
biomarkers

•

Enables genomics driven approaches
to be accelerated, while still taking
into account conventional factors

• Pan tumor approach
based on ID of driver
mutations
• Can increase complexity
of how to address Dx

Recalibrating Our Targeting Approach
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Move Towards Multiple Target Model
Single Target

Combination Therapy

Multi-target Therapy

Rifle Approach

Multi-Rifle Approach

Shotgun Approach

+ Vast majority of early
PM treatments
•

Monoclonal
antibodies

•

Other biologics

•

Small molecules

+ Examples:
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•

Xalkori

•

Herceptin

•

Erbitux/Vectibix

+ Now in oncology, seeing
emphasis and outcome
improvements from combo
therapies
+ BECAUSE of the polygeneic
nature of most disease
+ Example:
• ipilimumab and nivolumab
to treat patients with
advanced melanoma
stopped cancer advancing
in 58% of cases

+ Next evolution will be multiple
targets in same treatment
+ Accomplishes same thing as
multi-rifle approach, BUT
enables more sustainable
pricing WHILE capturing
VALUE
+ Consider future implications
of gene therapies and oligo
therapies beyond mAbs
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Finding the True Path

Leveraging Bio- and Health Informatics to Navigate Multi-marker Scenarios

Genomic Pathways Map

•
Multifactorial/polygenic diseases
represent a majority of serious diseases

[NOT Porto Street Guide]
•

Difficult to treat because we are only now
beginning to understand genetic cause &
effect
Genomics Reverse-Engineered

• Leveraging genomic data
to understand where to
target polygenetic diseases
• Then developing treatment
to the target

You are here! But how did you get here?
Genetic

Behavioral

Environmental

Broader Connections

• Genotype data
• Phenotype data
• Population data
• Analytical engine

mmm…
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Novel
insights for
prevention
& treatment
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Rise of the Machines: Enter Decision
Support & Machine Learning

+ Diagnostics ARE data
+ Witnessing proliferation of evidence
development unlike anything we’ve
witnessed
+ Age of info overload; knowledge doubling every yr

+ Superimpose onto poorly integrated
health information systems
+ Vs. expansion of biomarker & systems biology
capabilities…health systems look like the dark ages
+ Physicians and payers drowning in flood of Dx

Winners in the future will be thinking about Dx
information integration
• Dynamic changes to clinical practice
• Machine learning & decision algorithms
• How broader Dx info impacts commercial market for PM
15
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Get With the System: Implications for
Personalized Medicine
Although most are in their infancy, here are some early examples of how machine
learning is starting to be applied with a different spin on personalized medicine

1

2

3

4

5
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Literature & data aggregators to
make data more accessible

Pattern recognition for increasing
Dx accuracy & interpretation

Better patient management vs.
machine mining of medical
information

Improving efficiency of care
patterns & decision support

Predictive analytics for better
drug development

• IBM Watson Memorial SloaneKettering – 10K articles + 100 clinical
trials each month
• Enlytic Capital Health Collaboration
– image processing software 3X
>accurate than pathologists
• 22 other companies competing for
same pie according to Forbes
• Luminata predictions/decision support
on symptoms, diagnosis, treatment
• CareGuide leveraging data to produce
evidence-based clinical guidelines
• Cyft Analytics combines clinical notes,
Dx, claims, other data to ID patient care
discrepancies
• AiCure & NextIT developing patientcentric models to help patients with
medication management
• GNS Healthcare REFS – modeling
disease causal connections and “what
if” scenarios to better inform Rx dev.
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Get with the system: Example from Oncology
Anticipate and align value demonstration and access plans to health
system changes impacting oncology

+ US oncology management acceleration
+ 75% - integrated medical/pharmacy benefit
+ 49% - integrated case management
+ 28% - implementing oncology quality metrics
+ 30%-50% of MCOs incentivize providers to follow
guidelines/pathways
+ >30% of employers leveraged performance or
outcomes based contracts with SP
+ >65% indicate that balancing standardized
treatment with precision treatment as key
challenge
+ Value frameworks relevant to oncology
+ ASCO, ICER, ISPOR, EU HTA
+ Many payers and intermediaries collecting &
reviewing oncology outcomes data
+ Consider novel approaches for dealing with mix
of conventional and “one shot” therapies

Implications for Oncology

• Know thy patient
• Consider how systems
may manage oncology
in an era of oncology
crowding
• Consider innovative
partnerships focused on
integrated efficiencies
& outcomes
Some content adapted from Genentech Oncology Trend Report 2017
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Solutions for Navigating the Maze?
1

2

Understand landscape &
stakeholder Dx decision drivers
Sounds intuitive, but many companies do not think
enough about the correlation between Dx & Rx
commercial potential

Consider a comprehensive value demonstration
approach – environment littered with wasted market
share of those that “did not heed”

Educate the marketplace on the “Dx connection”
Consider emerging stakeholder partnership models to
add new efficiencies & commercial foundation
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If you are going to “go NGS” consider need to be able
to leverage a simpler test in some geographies;
consider a two-prong strategy

Manage transition to NGS carefully

6

Think comprehensive,
differentiated…even transformative

Educate & Partner

4

5

Ensure connection between Dx & Rx
and outcomes is tight
Don’t underestimate how uncertain connection can be a
lever stakeholders can use to dampen access; ensure
test is sufficiently validated

3

Have a test backup plan

7

Just because we can does not mean the world is ready
for commercial use yet; hitch your pivotal to

Consider opportunities for changing
the game
New testing & treatment development paradigms will
enable accelerated evolution of PM & decision support

Eric Faulkner – Vice President, Precision and
Transformative Technology Solutions
eric.Faulkner@evidera.com
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